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Abstract
Datalog programs containing a unique rule and possibly some facts are known as single rule programs,
or sirups. We study the complexity of evaluating sirups over variable and ﬁxed databases, respectively, as
well as the descriptive complexity of sirups, i.e., their expressive power. In all cases it turns out that even
very restricted classes of sirups have the same complexity and essentially the same expressive power as
general datalog programs. In particular, the evaluation of single clause programs is EXPTIME complete
(combined complexity) and, if restricted to linear recursive rules, PSPACE complete. Moreover, sirups with
one recursive rule and one fact capture PTIME on ordered structures, if a certain data representation is
assumed and certain predeﬁned relations are provided. We also prove that the datalog clause implication
problem, i.e., deciding whether a datalog clause implies another one, is EXPTIME complete. Our main
technical tool is a product construction which maps a datalog programs to an essentially equivalent sirup.
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1. Introduction
Datalog is a deductive database query language based on logic programming [3,6,30,31]. In-
tensive work has been dedicated to the study of various complexity aspects of diﬀerent versions of
datalog; for a survey, see [9]. While the complexity of general datalog is well understood, certain
complexity issues concerning single rule datalog programs (sirups) have not been pinpointed so
far. It is the aim of this paper to close this gap. Sirups are datalog programs consisting of a single
rule and a number of initializations consisting of ground or nonground facts. A relational data-
base is identiﬁed with a ﬁnite set of function-free ground atoms.
Following Vardi [32], we distinguish between diﬀerent kinds of complexity. The combined
complexity of datalog is the complexity of determining whether for a given datalog program
P, database D, and fact f, f is derivable from D via P (denoted by D [ P  f Þ. The data
complexity is the complexity of the same problem for a ﬁxed program P. If, instead, the
database D is ﬁxed, then we speak about the program complexity. Results about datalog
programs with an arbitrary number of rules are summarized in Table 1, whose last column
speciﬁes the expressive power of semipositive datalog (where extensional database atoms may
be negated) on ordered structures. The results about general datalog programs are well known
and can be found in [7,9,14,15,19,20,32]. A datalog program P is linear if each rule body of
P contains at most one occurrence of an intensional database (IDB) predicate. The results
about the data complexity and expressive power of linear programs over ordered structures
can be found in [14,15], while the result on the program and combined complexity of lin-
ear datalog programs (PSPACE completeness) is proven in the present paper (Theorems 4.4
and 4.5).
In this paper we are interested in sirups. It is well known that even single clause sirups can
express PTIME complete problems [21,29]; sirups are thus data-complete for PTIME. Several
restricted classes of sirups that are highly parallelizable (i.e., in NC) were studied in, e.g. [4,21,29].
It was also shown that several undecidability results for datalog or general logic programming
carry over to sirups. Among these are results on the undecidability of datalog boundedness
[2,18,24,25] and on the undecidability of the evaluation problem of logic programs with function
symbols [1,5,10,17,23,26]. The program and combined complexity, and the expressive power of
sirups, however, have remained unexplored until recently.
In this paper we settle this problem by proving that the main complexity results for general
logic programs also hold for very simple sirups. We also show that sirups have essentially the
same expressive power as general logic programs.
We consider the following classes of sirups:
• Pure sirups: These are datalog programs made of a single rule and no facts.1
• Single ground fact sirups (SGF sirups): This class contains all datalog programs with one rule
and at most one ground fact.
• General sirups: This class contains all sirups, i.e., all datalog programs with one rule and some
ground or nonground facts.
For each of these classes we can further consider the corresponding subclass linear sirups.
1 Pure sirups were referred to as absolute sirups in the preliminary version of the paper presented at LPAR99.
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The main results of this paper are summarized in Table 2, whose last column speciﬁes the
expressive power of sirups over ordered, completed, and enriched structures, as explained later on,
in Section 5.
Our main complexity results for sirups are obtained by a construction mapping an arbitrary
logic program P to a sirup XP such that P and XP have essentially the same semantics. The
program XP is referred to as the product program of P because, as will be seen below, the body of
the unique rule of XP is obtained as the conjunction of suitable modiﬁcations of all the rule bodies
of P. Thus, intuitively, a disjunction of role bodies, i.e., a Boolean sum, is transformed into a
conjunction, i.e., a Boolean product of suitably modiﬁed rule bodies.
Note that naively constructed products of programs, where all rule bodies of the original
program P are conjoined without further modiﬁcation into a single rule body, fail to deliver a
semantically equivalent program. For a simple example of this failure, assume that a database has
a binary relation p, and the original datalog program is:
rðX Þ  pða;X Þ;
rðX Þ  pðb;X Þ:
Then, a naively constructed sirup obtained from this program would have both pða;X Þ and
pðb;X Þ in its rules body and would thus fail to deliver the correct result.
We show that this problem can be circumvented by adding to the database some simple
auxiliary relations: A relation or corresponding to the Boolean conjunction, and a relation eq
representing a conditional equality test that allows us to encode conditional statements within a
rule body. Note that enriching a database by these auxiliary relations results in a polynomial
increase of the database size only.
A mould is a generalization of a rule containing no constants and having no double occurrence
of variables. The sirup XP for a (suitably standardized) program P is obtained from P by creating
a common mould M for all rules of P and adding some appropriate atoms to the body of
the mould. These additional atoms make sure that over databases expanded by the or and eq
relations, the set of ground instances of XP is equivalent to the union of the ground instances of
Table 1
Complexity of datalog programs
Data complexity Program
complexity
Combined
complexity
Expressive power
General programs PTIME-cmplt. ETlME-cmplt. EXPTlME-cmplt. PTIME
Linear programs NLOGSPACE-cmplt. PSPACE-cmplt. PSPACE-cmplt. NLOGSPACE
Table 2
Complexity of sirups
Program complexity Combined complexity Expressive power
Pure sirups NP-complete EXPTIME-complete  PTIME
Linear pure sirups NP-complete PSPACE-complete  NLOGSPACE
General sirups and SGF sirups ETIME-complele EXPTIME-complete PTIME
Linear simps and linear SGF sirups PSPACE-comptete PSPACE-complete NLOGSPACE
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the single rules of P, and hence XP encodes simultaneously all rules of P and is in essence
equivalent to P. All our complexity and expressiveness results follow rather straightforwardly
from this construction and from the corresponding results for general datalog programs (see
Table 1).
Note that a diﬀerent product construction was given by Abiteboul [2] in order to show that the
boundedness problem for datalog sirups is undecidable. That construction does preserve program
boundedness, but not equivalence. Moreover, it uses additional nonrecursive rules. It is thus not
suited for the purposes pursued here. Note also that the above cited undecidability proofs for the
evaluation problem of sirups with function symbols cannot be exploited to solve the complexity of
datalog. All those proofs rely heavily on the coding power of functions; in contrast, datalog is
function-free.
As a corollary to the EXPTIME complexity of evaluating sirups, it follows that checking
whether a datalog rule C logically implies a datalog rule D is EXPTIME-complete. (Here datalog
rules are conceived as universally closed ﬁrst order sentences.) Note that the implication problem
for datalog rules is relevant in the context of inductive logic programming (cf. [22]). Its precise
complexity was settled only for restricted versions.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we deﬁne a number of relevant concepts and
complexity classes. In Section 3, we describe some standardizations of datalog programs, formally
introduce the concept of a mould, and prove the main result about the product sirup XP. Our
main complexity results are then easily derived in Section 4. In Section 5, we show that the ex-
pressive power of datalog sirups is essentially the same as the expressive power of general datalog
programs. The paper is concluded in Section 6, where we mention some problems for further
research.
2. Preliminaries and notation
2.1. Relational databases and datalog
A database D consists of a ﬁnite universe U and a ﬁnite set of relations of speciﬁed arity over U.
An element of a relation is called a tuple. In this paper, w.l.o.g., every database universe U is
identiﬁed with an initial segment ½0; n 1	 of the natural numbers. Moreover, we always assume
that U has at least two elements, and thus the integers 0 and 1 belong to U. When it is clear from
the context, we may identify a database D with the set of all tuples contained in its relations.
A datalog term is either a variable X or a constant c. An atom is a formula pðti; . . . ; tnÞ, where p
is a predicate symbol of arity n and each ti is a term. An atom is ground if all ti are constants.
A datalog clause (or rule) is an expression of the form A0  A1; . . . ;Am, where each Ai is an
atom. The parts on the left and on the right of ‘‘ ’’ are the head and the body of the rule, re-
spectively. A rule r of the form A0  , i.e., whose body is empty, is called a fact, and if A0 is a
ground atom, then r is called a ground fact. A datalog program is a ﬁnite set of datalog clauses. A
rule or a datalog program is ground if all atoms in it are ground. A datalog program is evaluated
over relational databases. For the deﬁnition of various classes of sirups, refer to Section 1.
The predicate symbols appearing in the head of a datalog program are referred to as the in-
tensional database predicates (IDB predicates), while those occurring only in rule bodies are called
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extensional database predicates (EDB predicates). The IDB predicates are further subdivided into
output predicates (representing the output of the program) and auxiliary predicates (for inter-
mediate results). The degree degðPÞ of a datalog program P is the maximum number of occur-
rences of IDB predicates in a rule body of P. P is linear if degðP Þ6 1. P is quadratic if degðP Þ6 2.
If X is a syntactic object, e.g., an atom, a clause, or a program, then we denote by varðXÞ the set
of all variables occurring in X. If V is a set of variables and A a set of constants, then a substi-
tution #: V ! A is a mapping from V to A. If X is a syntactic object and # a substitution having
domain V, then the substitution instance X# is obtained from X by (simultaneously and uniformly)
substituting #ðX Þ for X for each variable X 2 V occurring in X.
The semantics of datalog is as follows. Let P be a datalog program and let D be a database over
universe U. The program groundðP ;UÞ is SC2P groundðC;UÞ, where groundðC;UÞ consists of the
set of all substitution instances C# of clause C, for all substitutions #: varðP Þ ! U . Ground atoms
can be identiﬁed with propositional atoms. A ground fact f is deducible from a database D with
universe U via datalog program P, denoted by D [ P  f iﬀ D [ groundðP ;UÞ  f , i.e., if f is a
logical consequence of the set of all database and ground program atoms. Two datalog programs
are equivalent (over a class D of databases) if they have the same input and output predicates and
compute the same result over each database (from D). Equivalent programs may have diﬀerent
auxiliary predicates.
Note.We do not require that the IDB relations be initially empty; rather, the IDB relations of a
datalog program may occur in the database with some initial value. This setting, which is also
adopted in [4], makes sense in the context of pure sirups, for otherwise a recursive pure sirup does
not compute anything. However, this assumption is of relevance to pure sirups only. All results of
this paper on all other types of sirups remain valid if we adopt the more standard assumption that
IDB relations do not occur in the database and are initially empty (see also the remark at the end
of Section 4.1).
It is well known (see, e.g. [6]) that for each databaseD,D [ P  f iﬀ there exists a proof tree for f
based onP andD over universeU. The vertices of such a tree are IDBground atoms g, the root being
f. For each vertex there exists a datalog rule R: head  body in P and a ground substitution # such
thathead# ¼ g andall EDBatoms in body# are inEDBand the IDBatoms in body# are the children
ofg in the proof tree.More generally, ifg is a groundatom,Sa set of groundatoms,R:head  body a
datalog rule, and # a ground substitution such that head # ¼ g and all atoms in body # are in S, then
we say that we can derive g from S by the rule R via the (ground) substitution #. If there exists any
ground substitution # as described, then we say that we can derive g from S by the rule R in one step.
2.2. Relevant complexity classes
The concepts of data complexity, combined complexity, and program complexity were already
deﬁned in Section 1. The complexity classes relevant to this paper are the well-known classes
PTIME, NP, LOGSPACE, and PSPACE, as well as the following exponential classes:
ETIME ¼
[
d>0
DTIMEð2dnÞ EXPTIME ¼
[
d>0
DTIMEð2nd Þ:
It is well known that ETIME is not closed under logspace reductions and that every problem
complete for ETIME is also complete for EXPTIME. In fact, EXPTIME is the closure under
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LOGSPACE many-one reductions of ETIME. ETIME is thus not a robust complexity class.
Nevertheless, stating that a problem is ETIME-complete is more informative than stating it is
EXPTIME-complete. In fact, if a problem is ETIME-complete, then it is EXPTIME-complete
and it is in ETIME. Note that ETIME is a proper subclass of EXPTIME and not all EXPTIME-
complete problems are in ETIME.
All reductions used in the present paper are logspace many-one reductions, and all our com-
pleteness results are w.r.t. such reductions.
3. The product construction
3.1. Standardization of datalog programs
Lemma 3.1. Each datalog program P can be transformed into an equivalent quadratic program P 0.
The transformation is feasible in logarithmic space.
Proof. Break rules with more than two IDB atoms in the body into several rules by using new
auxiliary predicates, and use further auxiliary predicates to avoid double occurrences of EDB
predicate symbols. For example, transform the rule
hðX ; Y Þ  hðY ;X Þ ^ hðY ; Y Þ ^ hðX ;X Þ ^ hðX ; ZÞ ^ eðZÞ ^ eðY Þ;
where h is an IDB and e an EDB predicate into the following four rules:
• hðX ; Y Þ  hðY ;X Þ ^ continuation1ðX ; Y ; ZÞ
• continuation1ðX ; Y ; ZÞ  hðY ; Y Þ ^ continuation2ðX ; Y ;ZÞ
• continuation2ðX ; Y ; ZÞ  hðX ;X Þ ^ continuation3ðX ; Y ;ZÞ
• continuation3ðX ; Y ; ZÞ  hðX ;ZÞ ^ eðZÞ ^ eðY Þ.
This can be done systematically in a single pass (processing rule after rule) over the input program
and is clearly feasible in logspace. 
To transform a program P with several IDB predicates into an essentially equivalent program
P  with a unique IDB predicate, we proceed as follows.2 P  is obtained from P by replacing each
IDB literal piðt1; . . . ; tkÞ with a suitable literal rðt1; . . . ; tk; 0ak; i), where a is the maximum arity of
any IDB predicate in P. More precisely, we proceed in two steps:
1. Pad the relations with a dummy constants 0, so that they are all of the same arity.
2. Let p1; . . . ; ph be the diﬀerent names of the IDB predicate in P. Replace all atoms piðtÞ with
rðt; iÞ, where i is the dlogðhÞe þ 1 long binary encoding of i.
Note that the vector 0 of dlog he þ 1 zeroes does not encode any IDB predicate in P, but will be
used as a dummy value in our subsequent product construction.
2 See [28] for a related construction.
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Lemma 3.2. For any program P with maximum IDB arity a, for any database D, and for any k-tuple
b of elements of the universe U of D, and predicate pi of P, P [D  piðbÞiff P  [D  rðb; 0ak; iÞ.
Moreover, P  can be constructed from P in logarithmic space.
Proof. Obvious by construction of P . 
3.2. Moulds
A dalalog rule C is a mould if it has no occurrences of constants and no double occurrences of
variables. If C and D are rules of the form
C : H  B1; . . . ;Bn
D : H 0  B01; . . . ;B0n
then C is a mould for D if C is a mould and there exists a substitution # deﬁned on varðCÞ such
that H# ¼ H 0 and for each 16 i6 n;Bi# ¼ B0i.
If C is a mould for D via substitution #, we deﬁne the set of equations condðC;DÞ as follows.
Let # be the unique substitution that translates C ‘‘literalwise’’ into D as above. Then condðC;DÞ
is a set containing, for each variable X occurring in C, the equation X ¼ a if X# ¼ a for some
constant a, and, if X# is not a constant but coincides with the #-image of some other (lexico-
graphically smaller) variable of C, the equation X ¼ Y for the lexicographically smallest variable
Y in C such that Y# ¼ X#.
Example 3.1. Consider the following two clauses:
C : pðX1;X2Þ  pðX3;X4Þ; qðX5;X6Þ; rðX7;X8;X9Þ;
D : pða;X Þ  pðX ; Y Þ; qðY ; Y Þ; rðX ; b; Y Þ:
Here, C is a mould for D, and we have:
condðC;DÞ ¼ fX1 ¼ a;X3 ¼ X2;X5 ¼ X4;X6 ¼ X4;X7 ¼ X3;X8 ¼ b;X9 ¼ X4g:
3.3. The product program
For a given database D over universe U, let Dþ be the database obtained by enriching D with
two new extensional relations or and eq, such that
or ¼ forð0; 0; 0Þ; orð0; 1; 1Þ; orð1; 0; 1Þ; orð1; 1; 1Þg; and
eq ¼ feqðX ; Y ; 0Þ jX ; Y 2 Ug [ feqðX ;X ; 1Þ jX 2 Ug:
Note that the value of or is ﬁxed while the value of eq depends only on the universe of D, but not
on the actual data tuples in D. The relation or encodes the truth table of the Boolean disjunction,
where the ﬁrst two arguments are the operands, and the third is the result, and the relation eq
represents a conditional equality predicate. More precisely, a goal eqðX ; Y ; 1Þ in a rule body
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succeeds iﬀ X ¼ Y , while eqðX ; Y ; 0Þ always succeeds. The set of tuples in the relations or and eq
will also be referred to as BASIC(U), or simply BASIC, if U is understood.
By use of several or atoms we can express the disjunction of more than two Boolean variables.
More precisely, let X1;X2; . . . ;Xn be arbitrary variables and denote by orðX1;X2; . . . ;XnÞ the fol-
lowing list (i.e., conjunction) of atoms
orðX1;X2;H2Þ; orðH2;X3;H3Þ; . . . ; orðHn2;Xn1;Hn1Þ; orðHn1;Xn; 1Þ;
where H2;H3; . . . ;Hn1 are mutually distinct new variables. Then the construct orðX1;X2; . . . ;XnÞ is
satisﬁed for precisely those ground substitutions # to the variables Xi; 16 i6 n and
Hj; 26 j6 n 1, that assign a value in {0, 1} to each Xi and the value 1 to at least one Xi, and the
appropriate values to the Hj variables.
As in Section 3.1, we refer to the IDB predicates of an originally given datalog program P as
p1; p2; p3 . . . For each such pi, let ai be its arity, and let a denote the the maximum over all arities ai.
Theorem 3.1. Each datalog program P can be transformed in logarithmic space into a quadratic pure
sirup XP with IDB predicate r, such that for each database D whose relations are all nonempty, and
for each data tuple t it holds that
D [ P  pjðtÞ iff Dþ [ frð0Þg [ XP  rðt; 0aaj ; jÞ:
Proof. If degðP Þ > 2, by Lemma 3.1, we can transform P in logspace into an equivalent program
P 0 with degðP 0Þ6 2. We thus assume w.l.o.g. that degðP Þ6 2. To construct XP, from P, proceed in
three steps as follows.
Step 1. Construct P  from P as described in Section 3.1. By Lemma 3.2 we have for each
database D and IDB predicate pj of P: D [ P  pjðtÞ iﬀ D [ P   rðt; 0aaj ; jÞ. Given that neither
rð0Þ nor the tuples in or and eq match any goal in P , it follows that D [ P  pjðtÞ iﬀ
Dþ [ frð0Þg [ P   rðt; 0aaj ; jÞ.
Step 2.We transform P  into a program Pþ such that for each EDB or IDB predicate symbol p,
all rule bodies in Pþ contain exactly the same number of p-atoms. This is done by padding suitable
dummy atoms which always evaluate to true to the rule bodies, where necessary. In particular,
assume the maximum number of p-atoms in a rule body of P is k and that R is a rule with only
k0 ¼ k  c p-atoms. Then we just pad c new ‘‘dummy’’ atoms pðu1Þ; pðu2Þ; . . . ; pðucÞ to the body of
R, where u1; . . . ; uc are lists of fresh, mutually distinct variables, such that each variable does not
occur anywhere else outside its list. We also reorder the atoms in each rule body so that the ith
atom of each rule corresponds to the same predicate. The total work performed in this step ba-
sically consists of simple counting, copying, and ordering tasks and is clearly feasible in logspace.
Step 3.We now transform Pþ into a pure sirup XP. Let R1; . . . ;Rn be the rules of Pþ. Each rule
of Pþ has the same head predicate r and contains the same number of body p-atoms for each
predicate p. These body atoms are arranged in a suitable order. Therefore, there exists a common
mould for all rules of Pþ. Let M be such a mould. For 16 i6 n, let #i be the substitution deﬁned
on the variables of M such that M# ¼ Ri. We construct XP as follows:
• The head of XP is the head of M;
• The body of XP consists of the following (conjunction of) atoms:
 the body of M,
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 the construct orðX1;X2; . . . ;XnÞ, where the Xi are fresh, mutually distinct variables, and where
auxiliary variables H2; . . . ;Hn1 are used;
 For each rule Ri; 16 i6 n: a goal eqðV ;w;XiÞ for each equation V ¼ w in condðM ;RiÞ.
We have to show that for each database D, Pþ and XP are equivalent over Dþ [ frð0Þg. To
show this, it is suﬃcient to prove that for every database D, for every interpretation (i.e., instance)
r of r, and for every new fact rðtÞ 62 r, this new fact can be derived in one step fromDþ [ frð0Þg [ r
by one of the rules of Pþ if and only if it can be derived in one step from Dþ [ frð0Þg [ r via XP.
Suppose we can derive some new fact rðtÞ by XP via a ground substitution r. Then, because of
the orðX1;X2; . . . ;XnÞ construct, for some i6 n, it must hold that rðXiÞ ¼ 1. For this i, and for each
equation V ¼ w in condðM ;RiÞ; eqðV ;w;XiÞ is thus equivalent to eqðV ;w; 1Þ under r. Therefore,
the only way that the r-instances of the goals eqðV ;w;XiÞ can be satisﬁed by Dþ [ r [ frð0Þg is
that the following property (*) holds:
ðÞ For each equation V ¼ w in condðM ;RiÞ; V r ¼ wr:
For each variable X of Ri, deﬁne cðX Þ as the unique element in rð#1i ðX ÞÞ. Note that, because
of (*), the set #1i ðX Þ consists of variables that have all the same r-image; thus rð#1i ðX ÞÞ is a
singleton and hence cðX Þ is a well-deﬁned element of the universe U of D. Clearly, Ric ¼ Mr,
and since Mr is a subrule of ðXPÞr, Mr also evaluates to true and hence also Ric. Note
that the head of Ric is precisely rðtÞ. Hence rðtÞ can be derived in one step from
Dþ [ r [ frð0Þg by Pþ.
For the other direction, suppose that some new fact rðtÞ can be derived from Dþ [ r [ frð0Þg by
rule Ri of Pþ via a ground substitution r.
Let c be a ground substitution for the variables of XP deﬁned as follows:
• cðXiÞ ¼ 1;
• cðXjÞ ¼ 0 for 16 j6 n and j 6¼ i;
• cðHjÞ ¼ 0 for 26 j < i;
• cðHjÞ ¼ 1 for i6 j6 n 1;
• cðX Þ ¼ r#iðX Þ for each other variable X of XP.
Then rðtÞ is derived from Dþ [ r [ frð0Þg by the sirup XP via the ground substitution c. To see
this, it is suﬃcient to observe that the head of ðXP Þc is precisely rðtÞ, and to verify that all atoms in
the body of ðXPÞc evaluate to true over Dþ [ r [ frð0Þg. The latter is seen by considering the
various groups of atoms occurring in the body of ðXPÞc:
• The atoms of orðX1;X2; . . . ;XnÞc evaluate to true because for the chosen truth value assignment
cðXiÞ ¼ 1, cðXjÞ ¼ 0 for j 6¼ i, the chosen values of cðHjÞmake all atoms orðHi1;Xi;HiÞ true under c.
• All atoms eqðV ;w;XjÞc, where j 6¼ i evaluate to true because cðXjÞ ¼ 0, and hence these ground
atoms belong to the eq relation.
• The atoms eqðV ;w;XiÞc evaluate to true because given the equation V ¼ w in condðM ;RiÞ,
we have V #i ¼ w#i, and therefore V #ir ¼ w#ir and thus V c ¼ wc. Thus eqðV ;w;XiÞc ¼
eqðV c;wc; 1Þ is in the relation eq.
• The remaining atoms are those in the body of Mc. Since, by construction of c;Mc ¼
M#ir ¼ Rir, and since the body of Rir is satisﬁed by Dþ [ r [ frð0Þg, it follows that the body
of Mc is satisﬁed by Dþ [ r [ frð0Þg.
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Note that XP can be computed in logarithmic space from Pþ. In particular, the mould M can be
obtained from Pþ by simply copying a rule of Pþ (e.g., its ﬁrst rule) and replacing all argument
terms by new variables (this mainly involves the incrementation of a counter for generating new
variable names). Similarly, the list of atoms orðX1; . . . ;XnÞ can be obtained by a logspace com-
putation that basically amounts to a FOR-loop that increments a counter j and outputs the
correct or-atom for each j. For each 16 i6 n, the equations V ¼ w of condðM ;RiÞ can be gen-
erated in logspace by scanning and comparing the arguments of the atoms ofM and Ri. Thus, also
all atoms eqðV ;w;XiÞ can be generated in logarithmic space.
Putting it together, XP can be computed in logarithmic space from the original program P by
combining the logspace computations of Steps 1–3 to a unique logspace computation. 
Note that the construction of XP from P in the above proof is such that degðP ÞP degðXPÞ6 2.
In particular, if P is linear, then also XP is linear.
It may be interesting to observe that the ability to simulate an arbitrary datalog program by a
single rule is basically due to two particular programming paradigms that we can realize in a rule
body thanks to availability of the BASIC relations. The ﬁrst of these concepts is a kind of choice
primitive, which is implemented through the orðX1; . . . ;XnÞ construct. The second is conditional
unification, i.e., statements of type ‘‘If X ¼ 1 then unify Y with Z’’ that are implemented through
an atom of the form eqðY,Z,XÞ.
Remark. In the proof of the above theorem, we used one common mould M for all rules of Pþ.
The following simpliﬁcation may seem tempting (and has been suggested to us): By induction it
would be suﬃcient to show that two arbitrary rules of a datalog program can always be fused into
a single equivalent one by constructing a ‘‘product’’ of the two rules, just as we constructed the
product XP of the entire program. The problem with this approach is that the pure sirup obtained
this way is of exponential size in the worst case, hence the suggested proof fails to deliver a
polynomial-time reduction. The reason for the exponential blow-up is that the product of two
rules can be larger than twice the total size of both rules, which can lead to a degeneration in case
of repeated product formation.
We conclude this section by an example illustrating the construction of XP from a program P.
Example 3.2. Consider the following program that computes a relation sgcðX ; Y Þ from a parent–
child EDB relation parðParent, ChildÞ.
P : sgcðA;BÞ  parðC;AÞ; parðC;BÞ:
sgcðA;BÞ  parðA0;AÞ; parðB0;BÞ; sgcðA0;B0Þ:
After performing Step 1, we obtain the following program P :
P  : sgcðA;B; 1Þ  parðC;AÞ; parðC;BÞ:
sgcðA;B; 1Þ  parðA0;AÞ; parðB0;BÞ; sgcðA0;B0; 1Þ:
After performing Step 2, we get the following program Pþ:
Pþ : sgcðA;B; 1Þ  parðC;AÞ; parðC;BÞ; sgcð0; 0; 0Þ:
sgcðA;B; 1Þ  parðA0;AÞ; parðB0;BÞ; sgcðA0;B0; 1Þ:
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Finally, after Step 3, the following sirup XP is obtained:
sgcðZ0;Z1; Z2Þ  parðZ3;Z4Þ; parðZ5; Z6Þ; sgcðZ7; Z8; Z9Þ;
orðX1;X2; 1Þ;
eqðZ4; Z0;X1Þ; eqðZ2; 1;X1Þ; eqðZ5;Z3;X1Þ; eqðZ6;Z1;X1Þ;
eqðZ7; 0;X1Þ; eqðZ8; 0;X1Þ; eqðZ9; 0;X1Þ;
eqðZ4; Z0;X2Þ; eqðZ2; 1;X2Þ; eqðZ6;Z1;X2Þ;
eqðZ7; Z3;X2Þ; eqðZ8;Z5;X2Þ; eqðZ9; 1;X2Þ:
4. Main complexity results
4.1. Combined complexity of datalog sirups
The following theorem determines the combined complexity of pure sirups. Note that in the
special context of pure sirups, the size of an input database consists of the size of the EDB plus the
size of the initial value of the IDB.
Theorem 4.1 (Combined complexity of pure sirups). Given a pure sirup P, a database D, and a
ground fact f, determining whether P [D  f is EXPTIME complete. This remains true even if P is
quadratic, the universe of D has only two elements, and D contains no EDB relations but the BASIC
relations or and eq, and the IDB is initialized with a single tuple.
Proof. It is well known (implicit in [7,32], see also [9]) that the combined complexity of (general)
datalog is EXPTIME complete. For a simple proof cf. [9], where the EXPTIME result is shown
for instances ðD; P ; f Þ, where D is empty, i.e., contains no EDB predicates, and the universe of D
is the set {0,1}. It is thus suﬃcient to show that the problem remains EXPTIME hard for pure
sirups. By our product construction we transform each instance ðD; P ; f Þ as above to an equiv-
alent instance ðDþ [ frð0Þg;XP ; f 0Þ of the derivation problem for pure sirups. The equivalence is
guaranteed by Theorem 3.1. Note that XP is quadratic. 
As a consequence of Theorem 4.1 and the EXPTIME combined complexity of general programs
(cf. Table 1), we get:
Corollary 4.1. Any class of datalog sirups containing the pure sirups has EXPTlME-complete
combined complexity.
Theorem 4.1 can be reinterpreted as a complexity result on the datalog clause implication
problem, where datalog clauses are conceived as universally closed formulas.
Corollary 4.2. Determining whether a datalog rule C logically implies a datalog rule D is EXPTIME
complete.
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Proof. It is well known [13] that the problem of deciding whether C implies D is equivalent to the
problem of deciding
ðfA# jA is an atom in bodyðDÞg [ CÞ  headðDÞ#;
where # is an arbitrary ground substitution replacing every variable of D with a distinct fresh
constant. Thus the datalog clause implication problem is in EXPTIME. Conversely, the problem
of checking whether for a database D, a sirup P and a ground fact f it holds that D [ P  f is
equivalent to deciding whether the datalog clause P logically implies the ground rule D whose
head is f and whose body consists of the conjunction of all atoms in D. Thus the datalog clause
implication problem is EXPTIME hard. 
Remark. Theorem 4.1 is formulated in the liberal setting, where an IDB relation may have a
nonempty initial value in the given database D. In fact, in our proof we assume that the IDB
relation r initially contains the tuple rð0Þ. In a more restricted setting, where this is forbidden,
Theorem 4.1 does not hold. In such a restricted setting, pure sirups are equivalent to conjunctive
queries which are NP-complete both w.r.t. program and to combined complexity [8]. However, in
the restricted setting, an analogous statement to Theorem 4.1 holds for single ground fact sirups
(just add rð0Þ as ground fact to the program).
4.2. Program complexity of datalog sirups
General datalog programs are known to be program complete in EXPTIME (implicit in [7,32],
cf. [9] for a simple proof) and are actually in ETIME and thus complete for ETIME. In fact, the
ﬁxed size of the universe ensures that the ground version of a program has only linear exponential
size in the original program, and thus the entire evaluation problem can be solved in linear ex-
ponential time.
What about the program complexity for pure sirups? The classical deﬁnition of program
complexity [32] asks for the evaluation of (variable) datalog programs over a fixed database.
While the program-complexity of general datalog programs is ETlME-complete, this is most
likely not the case for pure sirups.
Theorem 4.2 (Program complexity of pure sirups). Evaluating pure sirups over fixed databases is
NP complete.
Proof. Membership. Note that a recursive pure sirup has no rule for initializing its head relation r
and fails if this relation is initially empty. Thus the initial ﬁxed database must contain some initial
value for r. This means that the arity of r is ﬁxed. It follows that for a ﬁxed database universe the
set of all possible ground instances of r is predetermined and of constant size k. It follows that
every derivable goal f has a proof tree of depth at most k and thus of polynomial size. Guessing
and verifying such a proof tree for a given goal is clearly in NP.
Hardness. It suﬃces to consider nonrecursive pure sirups. The evaluation problem for such
sirups is clearly equivalent to the problem of evaluating conjunctive queries, which is NP complete
even in case of a ﬁxed database [8]. 
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This contrast disappears if we move from pure sirups to the slightly more general class of single
ground fact sirups (SGF sirups).
Theorem 4.3 (Program complexity of SGF and general sirups). The program complexity of SGF
sirups is ETIME-complete. The same holds for all classes of sirups containing the SGF sirups.
Proof. The ETIME upper bound is inherited from the class of general datalog programs for which
this bound holds. To see hardness, recall from the proof of Theorem 4.1 that EXPTIME hardness
for pure sirups P holds even in case the universe is ﬁxed and the database contains only the
BASIC facts and rð0Þ. Note that BASIC is ﬁxed for the ﬁxed universe U. The only nonﬁxed fact in
the database is rð0Þ. For obtaining a ﬁxed database, it is thus suﬃcient to eliminate rð0Þ from the
database and add it to the pure sirup. This yields an SGF sirup. 
Note. If we slightly modify the classical deﬁnition of program complexity by requiring only a
ﬁxed database universe instead of a ﬁxed database, then even the evaluation problem for pure
sirups is program complete in ETIME.
4.3. Linear sirups
The combined complexity of linear sirups is in PSPACE. This is actually true for all linear
datalog programs and not just for linear sirups.
Theorem 4.4. Given a linear datalog program P, a databaseD, and a ground fact f, it can be tested in
PSPACE whether P [D  f .
Proof. As said in Section 2.1, derivations of facts by datalog programs can be represented by
proof trees. In general, such proof trees are truly branching. For linear programs, however, they
correspond to chains (if we do not explicitly represent EDB atoms). Each element of such a chain
corresponds to a fact derived (via an appropriate rule and instantiation) from its predecessor, i.e.,
its child. The top element of the chain is f. Clearly, each chain element ﬁts into polynomial space.
We can thus generate the chain elements nondeterministically one by one, bottom to top in
PSPACE by reusing space. At each step we generate a new chain element and check whether there
exists a rule in P and some ground facts in EDB such that the new chain element is generated from
the previous one in one inference step. This requires us to keep only two chain elements in
memory at a time. The procedure stops if f is obtained. The procedure is in NPSPACE and thus in
PSPACE. 
The PSPACE hardness of the evaluation problem for linear general programs can be proven
via a particularly simple Turing machine simulation.
Theorem 4.5. Given a linear datalog program P, a database D, and a ground fact f, deciding whether
P [D  f is PSPACE complete. This remains true if both the universe of D is fixed to be f0; 1g and
if D does not contain any EDB relations.
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Proof. Membership in PSPACE was already shown in Theorem 4.4. We show hardness. We use a
reduction from the following well-known PSPACE-complete problem: Given an integer k as
unary string and the description of a deterministic Turing machine T, decide whether T accepts
the empty input string in space k, i.e., without ever leaving the ﬁrst k tape cells. Without loss of
generality, we may assume that T accepts iﬀ it halts in a special state a with a completely blank
tape and having the cursor in the leftmost position.
Assume the machine has a tape alphabet of a letters and a state set of s states. We encode letters
and states by binary strings of length dlog ae and dlog se, respectively. We denote the code of an
object o by [o].
A conﬁguration E of the machine is represented by a datalog atom of the form
conf ðstate; cell1; cur1; cell2; cur2; . . . ; cellk; curkÞ;
where state is a Boolean vector of length s encoding the state of E, the celli items are Boolean
vectors encoding the cell-contents of cell i, respectively, and curi is 1 if the cursor is at cell i and 0
otherwise.
We now describe a datalog program P simulating the evolution of T when started with a blank
worktape (i.e., with empty input). The unique predicate of program P is the IDB predicate conf.
P consists of an initialization rule and a number of transition rules. The initialization rule is
conf ð½init	; ½[	; 1; ½[	; 0; ½[	; 0 . . . ; ½[	; 0Þ;
where init denotes the initial state and [ the blank symbol.
For each transition s and each cursor position from which s is possible, P contains a corre-
sponding rule. For example, the transition if symbol read is a and state is q, then write b, move
right, and enter state q0 is represented by a datalog rule of the following form for 16 i6 k  1:
conf ð½q0	;X1; 0; . . . ;Xi1; 0; ½b	; 0;Xiþ1; 1;Xiþ2; 0; . . . ;Xk; 0Þ
 conf ð½q	;X1; 0; . . . ;Xi1; 0; ½a	; 1;Xiþ1; 0;Xiþ2; 0; . . . ;Xk; 0Þ:
It is clear that T halts in the accepting state iﬀ from the datalog program P operating over the
empty database, the following fact can be derived:
conf ð½a	; ½[	; 1; ½[	; 0; ½[	; 0; . . . ; ½[	; 0Þ: 
Theorem 4.6 (Combined complexity of pure linear sirups). Given a pure linear sirup P, a database
D, and a ground fact f, determine whether P [D  f is PSPACE complete. This remains true even if
the universe of D has only two elements and if D has no EDB relations but the BASIC relations or
and eq, and the IDB is initialized with a single tuple.
Proof. Membership follows from Theorem 4.4. To see PSPACE hardness, form the product of
general linear programs as in Theorem 4.5. The resulting pure sirup is linear. The theorem fol-
lows. 
The following theorems state some additional complexity results that can be proven in a
completely analogous way as the corresponding results for nonlinear sirups. The proofs are thus
omitted.
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Theorem 4.7 (Program complexity of pure linear sirups). The program complexity of pure linear
sirups is NP-complete.
Theorem 4.8 (Program complexity of linear SGF sirups). The program complexity of linear SGF
sirups is PSPACE-complete. The same holds for all classes of linear sirups containing the linear SGF
sirups.
5. Descriptive complexity of sirups
Descriptive complexity theory [11,16,20] deals with the expressive power of logical formalisms
over ﬁnite structures and describes it in terms of complexity classes.
A database property p is an isomorphism-invariant Boolean property of databases of a given
schema. For example, graph three-colorability is a database property over databases with a single
binary relation representing a graph.
Let C be a complexity class. A database property p is C-decidable if the problem of deciding
whether a given database D satisﬁes p (written p(D)) is in C.
A Boolean datalog query consists of a datalog program P and a ground fact f. For a database D,
the query answer is yes if D [ P  f , otherwise the answer is no.
A class P of datalog programs captures the complexity class C (often over a speciﬁc class C of
ﬁnite structures) if for all such structures, the evaluation problem for Boolean P-queries is in C,
and if every C-decidable database property (over C structures) is expressible by a Boolean P-
query.
Well known results about the expressive power of general and linear datalog programs over
ordered structures are given in Table 1 of Section 1. In particular, it is well known that semi-
positive Datalog, i.e., datalog, where negation may be applied to EDB relations only, captures
PTIME on ordered structures. In this section we show that similar results hold even for extremely
restricted versions of sirups. We limit ourselves to the feature of expressing Boolean database
properties. Thus, when speaking about capturing, we mean the capability of expressing Boolean
database properties in a certain class via the evaluation problem for a particular class of sirups.
The main message of this section is that in essence even very restricted classes of sirups such as
SGF sirups have the same expressive power as full datalog. ‘‘In essence’’ means that we have to
move to a slightly diﬀerent representation of relational data for achieving our goals and that we
have to assume that the database contains the BASIC relations.
Let us start by considering pure sirups. Clearly, pure sirups do not capture PTIME on ordered
structures, even if negation of EDB facts is allowed in the rule bodies and even on databases where
the BASIC relations are available as predeﬁned relations. There are two main reasons for this:
1. The database must contain at least one ground fact for the recursive 1DB predicate, otherwise
the recursive rule fails. A database is not guaranteed to contain such a fact, and even if so, this
fact is not guaranteed to be the right one (e.g., fact rð0Þ, cf. Section 4).
2. If the pure sirup contains, say, an atom qðX Þ in its rule body for some EDB predicate q, then, if
the relation q is empty, the rule will fail regardless of the value of other predicates. Similarly, if
the rule contains in its body a literal :qðX Þ, and if q happens to be the total relation, then the
rule will fail.
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The ﬁrst of the above inconveniences does not subsist for SGF sirups, where we can explicitly add
the required IDB ground fact. The second problem, however, applies also to SGF sirups. To
circumvent it, we switch to another data representation format.
In a completed database (ﬁnite structure), each nonpredeﬁned EDB predicate p has, in addition
to its regular arguments, an additional Boolean argument that states whether the intended fact is
or is not in the database. In a completed database a k-ary relation p over a universe U is rep-
resented by the following completion p^:
p^ ¼ fp^ðt1; . . . ; tk; 1Þ jpðt1; . . . ; tkÞ 2 pg [ fp^ðt1; . . . ; tk; 0Þ j t1; . . . ; tk 2 U ^ pðt1; . . . ; tkÞ 62 pg:
It is obvious that, over a ﬁxed schema, each database can be translated into its completion in
logspace, and vice versa (recall that the universe U is part of the database).
We call a structure enriched if it contains the BASIC predicates as predeﬁned predicates.
Theorem 5.1 (Expressive power of SGF sirups). Over completed, ordered, and enriched databases,
SGF sirups, and, in particular, quadratic SGF sirups capture PTIME, and linear SGF sirups capture
NLOGSPACE.
Proof. First observe that datalog (without negation of EDB predicates) captures PTIME over
ordered completed structures: Negated EDB literals can be replaced by appropriately tagged
positive atoms.
Thus, for any given schema, any PTIME database property p can be represented by an ap-
propriate program Pp and a ground fact pjðtÞ such that for every completed, ordered, and enriched
database D, D [ Pp  pjðtÞ iﬀ pðDÞ holds. Now consider the SGF sirup P 0p ¼ XPp [ frð0Þg. By
Theorem 3.1 it follows that pðDÞ holds iﬀ D [ P 0p  rðt; 0ac; jÞ, where a is the maximal arity of
IDB predicates in Pp. Note that P 0p is a quadratic SGF sirup.
The result for linear SGF sirups can be obtained in a similar way from the result that linear
datalog programs capture NLOGSPACE [15] and from the fact that the product XP of a linear
program is itself linear. 
From the above result we can obtain various extremely restricted versions of semipositive
datalog that capture PTIME or NLOGSPACE on (regular) ordered structures. In fact, re-
stricted versions of semipositive datalog in which BASIC and the completion relations can be
deﬁned by subprograms are good candidates for such expressiveness results. As an example,
consider the class SIMPLE deﬁned as follows. The programs in SIMPLE contain a sin-
gle recursive rule whose body has no occurrence of the negation sign, plus nonrecursive ini-
tialization rules whose right-hand side is either empty or contains a negated or unnegated
EDB or equality atom. The class LINSIMPLE, in addition, restricts the recursive rule to be
linear.
Theorem 5.2. Over ordered structures, SIMPLE captures PTIME and LINSIMPLE captures
NLOGSPACE.
Proof. It is suﬃcient to show that the BASIC facts and an IDB predicate corresponding to p^ for
each EDB predicate p can be deﬁned by initialization rules. This is done as follows:
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orð0; 0; 0Þ  
orð0; 1; 1Þ  
orð1; 0; 1Þ  
orð1; 1; 1Þ  
eqðX ;X ; 1Þ  
eqðX ; Y ; 0Þ  
p^ðt; 1Þ  pðtÞ for each EDB predicate p
p^ðt; 0Þ  :pðtÞ for each EDB predicate p
6. Conclusion
In this paper we have shown how general logic programs can be mapped to essentially
equivalent sirups via a product construction. From this we have deduced a number of complexity
results. We believe that we have herewith answered the main questions about the program
complexity, the combined complexity, and the expressive power of datalog sirups. This does not
mean that there are no further issues to explore. Note that, while proving our complexity results,
our aim was to add as little as necessary to the database and to put all the burden of the com-
plexity on the sirups rule body. For instance, our EXPTIME hardness result for SGF sirups holds
even in case the database contains only the BASIC facts and is otherwise empty; the rule body of
XP contains (in addition to the two recursive atoms) a number of additional atoms for the mould,
the or construct, as well as the eq atoms. It would be interesting to see whether part or all of this
could be ‘‘shifted’’ to the database by adding suitable relations and tuples to the latter. Moreover,
it would be interesting to study and compare alternatives to the set {or, eq} of BASIC relations.
Another potential issue for future work is the extension of our results to diﬀerent versions of
datalog, e.g., to datalog with negation under the stable model semantics [12]. Evaluating general
programs in this setting is NEXPTIME complete [27]. What about sirups or other programs with
severe syntax restrictions?
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